CAESAR      IN      ABYSSINIA
two wooded peaks, dark green, as Christmas trees. An oval
lake lay pale, only a thousand feet beneath us. Through
the evening mist we could see a large house on a square
earth platform, many small tukuls clustered dependently
about it, and natives drove donkeys laden with water-
gourds from the shimmering lake.
A dive over another peak and we circled backwards and
forwards into a huge rich plain where small tents shot up
to us, coloured in red earth. As the sun set we landed
beside the Borkenna river, fifteen miles from Dessye by the
hairpin mountain road of Kombolcha.
Twelve journalists in Dessye were eating their heads off
with boredom in one of the most quietly beautiful situations
that could be imagined. They sat round camp-fires making
toffee, drinking whisky and playing expensive card-games
with the Belgian Military Mission.
The town is scattered at the bottom of a cup irregularly
formed by the surrounding hills. Two smaller hills, com-
pletely detached and clambered by those circular roads
seen only in Sicily and fairy-books, carry the rambling
Gibbi of the Crown Prince and the unfinished modern
mansion, twin-pinnacled, of the Dedjazmatch. Through a
deep breach in the mountain wall to the south-east the
Borkenna, silvered with fish, cascaded away to the air-
field and Danakil. The gap was called by the locals
" Chicken-Jump "—" because even a chicken, which can-
not fly, can jump across it."
On the west lay a long ledge of mountain : and on its
extreme slope the Italian Commercial Agency, just above
the dusty causeway which prolongs Dessye from south to
north.
Dessye must have been the strangest of headquarters for
an army that ever existed. At die Agency gates, kept
tightly shut by Ethiopian gatekeepers, proverbial for their
ungenerous suspicion, there was always a crowd of chief-
tains and retainers, all in khaki or the home-grown ochre
substitute, waiting for days to say good-bye to the Emperor
before moving north. Sitting, squatting, standing, picking
their hard feet, sleeping, but generally chaffering, they all
had advice to give or requests to make. In the Ethiopian
system, feudal though it was, the smallest freeman loved to

